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Abstract

In this paper, we study experimentally the enhancement of parameters of a typical organic thin film solar cell (OSC) achieved by an originally proposed light trapping structure (LTS). Our LTS is an array of silver nanoantennas supporting collective modes, what provide sub-wavelength light enhancement in the substrate. Low losses in the metal result from the advantageous optical field distribution that is achieved in the broad range of wavelengths. We study the enhancement of all the main photovoltaic (PV) parameters observed in OSC with our LTS, such as power conversion efficiency (PCE), which is effectively increased by 18%, fill factor (FF), that can also be effected positively and short-circuit current $I_{sc}$ improvement. Although the Ag nanoantenna occupies up to 40% of the photoactive OSC area, it provides the nearly twice enhanced optical absorption, resulting in overall higher $I_{sc}$ and FF. Improvements of the optical and electrical design of OSC architectures are discussed for further enhancement of performance.
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Even if the thickness of the PV layer effectively doubled by a polished rear electrode it is insufficient. Moreover, many OSCs imply a transparent (conducting oxide) or absorbing (e.g. Al foil) rear electrode that does not completely reflect light back to the active layer. In this situation, one has to apply LTSs, usually performed as plasmonic nanostructures.\textsuperscript{12}

In\textsuperscript{13,14} we suggested a concept of light trapping employing a metasurface of metal nanoantennas, whose resonances cover a very broad band of wavelengths. These resonances correspond to collective oscillations that keep even for a perfectly conducting metal. The field is locally enhanced in the gaps between the metal elements and the losses in the metal are almost absent. Such advantageous distribution origins from leaky modes\textsuperscript{15} supported by the metasurface suggested in.\textsuperscript{13} We call them leaky domino-modes by analogy with guided domino-modes which initially were revealed in far-infrared\textsuperscript{16} and visible\textsuperscript{17} ranges for arrays of metal nanobars. Leaky domino-modes were studied theoretically in\textsuperscript{15} and experimentally in\textsuperscript{18}.

The aim of the present paper is to experimentally demonstrate the enhancement of a typical OSC by LTS with leaky domino-modes. Since the pioneering work by Ching W. Tang\textsuperscript{19} on two-layer organic OSC based on a molecular donor-acceptor structure with a PCE of about 1\%, the significant progress has been achieved in the improvement of OSC systems, leading to a PCE of over 11\%\textsuperscript{20} in single-junction and over 13\%\textsuperscript{21} in tandem small-molecule based devices with a polished rear electrode. However, the main drawback inherent to typical OSCs by C.W. Tang keeps – the absorption of light is insufficient even in these advanced OSCs. Therefore, high optical losses still determine the comparatively low efficiency of organic solar photovoltaics compared to silicon photovoltaics.

Usually, in papers on LTSs, the increase of optical absorption in the active layer is claimed as a sufficient evidence of the efficiency enhancement because it results in the corresponding increase of the short-circuit current\textsuperscript{22} \(I_{sc}\). However, the total PCE of a solar cell is affected not only by \(I_{sc}\) but also by other parameters such as FF and open circuit voltage \(V_{oc}\):

\[
PCE = \frac{V_{oc} \cdot I_{sc} \cdot FF}{P_{in}},
\]

where \(P_{in}\) is the power of the incident light (referred to the surface of our thin film solar cell and integrated over the spectrum). In accordance with Eq. 1 an LTS in order to grant the enhancement must not harm both FF and \(V_{oc}\), otherwise, the overall efficiency may decrease. In this paper, we study the effect of proposed LTS on all mentioned parameters. Our target is the enhancement of PCE.

An explicit example of an OSC that can be drastically improved by our LTS is a small-molecule OSC\textsuperscript{14} operating in the near-infrared and transparent for the visible light. In that work, we have chosen a bulk-heterojunction small-molecule OSC with phthalocyanine as a donor and fullerene as an acceptor. We preferred this design as the typical one that is sufficiently simple in fabrication.

In our theoretical work,\textsuperscript{14} we have shown that proposed LTS increased the absorption of infrared solar light in the tin phthalocyanine (SnPc, donor) – fullerene (C60, acceptor) layers of the OSC more than triple. That OSC had two indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes (both anode and cathode), that made it transparent for visible light, though by a price of very low efficiency.\textsuperscript{3} Our LTS with its triple enhancement of the useful absorption promises a nearly double increase of the short-circuit current and, perhaps, a twice higher PCE (though this question was not studied). Meanwhile, the transmittance of visible light is kept sufficient for the effective transparency of a window into which such the enhanced OSC could be incorporated.

For estimation of the effective increase of the short-circuit current, both proper optical and electrical simulations should be performed, as in has been done e.g. in.\textsuperscript{23} It is not easy to predict how both optical absorption and photocurrent can be optimally improved simultaneously. So increased optical absorption (and number of photogenerated carriers) can be achieved by increasing photoactive layer thickness, however this may lead to overall decrease of the expected
Figure 1: Normalized electric field intensity distributions in the horizontal planes $P_1$ and $P_2$ (top panel) and in the slightly tilted cross-sections (bottom panel) for an OSC containing ITO anode and cathode, $\lambda = 840$ nm (a) and for a similar OSC with ITO anode and Al cathode, $\lambda = 480$ nm (c). Active layer boundaries are shown as white dotted lines (bottom panel). Ag nanoantennas are located on top of ITO anode, embedded into the PV layer. In panel (b) we show the OSC schematics for these two cases. Horizontal planes $P_1$ and $P_2$ are shown as black dashed lines. Orange arrows show the wave incidence.

PCE enhancement due to poor charge collection from thicker layer (due to e.g. short diffusion length of carriers, and higher series resistance of thicker layer) and thus overall decreased fill factor. Therefore in future, we will qualitatively validate the numerical model of nanoantennas incorporated in a solar cell with the experimental results for further development of the efficient light-trapping concept for high PCE solar cells.

Unfortunately, in the present work, we did not manage to fabricate a transparent ITO cathode. Therefore, the experimental realization of the exactly same structure as in$^{14}$ turned out to be impossible. We have replaced ITO for the cathode by Al and dropping the functionality of the transparency concentrated on the effect of light trapping and its implications. Since in this case the transparency of the PV layer is not required, we have deviated from the design of$^{14}$ adding a nanolayer of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) as an additional donor and hole transport layer (HTL). It allowed us to create a double heterojunction and to increase the initial efficiency of the prototype. Our new design is typical and corresponds to works.$^{9,11}$ In order to demonstrate the advantageous operation of our LTS, we do not modify the design parameters of the prototype. In this meaning, our study fairly demonstrates the real enhancement granted by the LTS to a typical OSC.

The HTL of CuPc has maximal absorption in the visible region. Therefore, conversion of solar radiation occurs in the extended spectral range, which includes both the near infrared (750-900 nm) part where the absorbing material is SnPc and the visible part (550-750 nm), where CuPc absorbs. One more difference of the present design from that of$^{14}$ is the slight shift of the metasurface with respect to the ITO anode. Instead of embedding the nanoantennas into ITO, we locate them on the ITO surface that allowed us to strongly simplify the fabrication.
Figure 2: (a) Photo of the sample with our LTS. (b) Scheme of the metasurface geometry. The geometrical parameters are as follows: $D_x = D_y = 1000$ nm, $a = 300$ nm, $b = 150$ nm, $c = 300$ nm, $e = 250$ nm, $h = 35$ or $50$ nm (two different samples). (c) Transmission and reflection spectra were measured for 50-nm sample (LTS) and for bare ITO area (substrate).

Figure 3: Scanning electron microscope image of our LTS.

Although the design modifications listed above may seem insignificant, they can drastically affect the performance of the LTS. It becomes necessary to study the influence of the Al cathode on the local electric field distribution inside the PV cell. We have performed full-wave (CST) electromagnetic simulations of two PV devices: one with a transparent ITO cathode and another with an opaque Al cathode. Complex refractive indexes were taken from.24-26 Electric field intensity distributions for these two cases are presented in Fig. 1. Indeed, the opaque metal film fully changes the hot spots arrangement in the bulk of the structure at all wavelengths. Obviously, in presence of a transparent cathode, an effective Fabry-Perot cavity is formed in the structure that works together with domino-modes excited in our nanoantennas and leads to the more advantageous location of hot spots in the near-infrared range (700-850 nm). Meanwhile, in this configuration, these spots do not appear at other wavelengths. The situation changes when Al replaces ITO as a cathode material: hot spots now also appear in the visible range exactly in favorable locations. However, in the near-infrared band hot spots shift away from the PV layer. Anyway, this does not result in noticeable parasitic losses because these hot spots do not intersect with the metal. In general, simulations confirmed our expectations – the enhancement of the useful absorption keeps after the replacement of ITO by an aluminum. More details on this modeling can be found in the Supporting information.

We have prepared two samples with 50 nm and 35 nm thick Ag nanoantennas on top of the ITO-glass substrate. These samples contain $1.5 \cdot 10^6$ and $3 \cdot 10^6$ unit cells of our LTS, respectively. Fabrication was done using electron-beam lithography (EBL) and electron-beam evaporation (see Methods and Supporting information). SEM analysis showed a very high quality of our nanoantenna arrays, as can be guessed from Figs. 2 and 3. We measured transmittance $T$ and reflectance $R$ for a 50-nm thick LTS (incidence from the glass side) and compared them with those obtained for the bare
substrate (glass and ITO). The result is shown in Fig. 2 (c). The averaged reflectance growth is about 10%. Notice, that this negative effect keeps for the OSC, where it is overcompensated by the light-trapping effect.

The target of these simulations is twofold. Firstly, we may estimate the increase of the parasitic absorption $A$ introduced by our LTS. Since the losses in Ag elements are negligibly small, parasitic absorption can be attributed to optical losses in ITO. From energy balance, we have $A = 1 - R - T$. For integral absorption in the operational range $\lambda = 400-900$ nm we have nearly 5% in absence of our LTS and nearly 8% in its presence. This is an acceptable harm. Secondly, we may see that the reflectance grows much less that it can be estimated using the geometrical optics. Really, Ag nanoantennas cover almost 40% of the area, but the reflectance is $\lambda$-dependent and much lower than 0.4. This is so because the eigenmodes of our LTS are excited by the normally incident plane wave, what makes geometrical optics inadequate.

Further, inspecting the opaque design depicted in Fig. 1 we decided to additionally fabricate a variant of the OSC with C70 fullerene derivative instead of C60. If the impact of our LTS will be more significant for the structure with C70, it will confirm the shift of light-trapping regime (predicted by our simulations) from the IR range to the visible range for Al cathode. This should be so because C70 has higher absorption than C60 below $\lambda = 700$ nm, whereas C60 has higher absorption at longer waves.

Our first sample with 50 nm-thick nanoantennas has the following structure above the glass substrate: ITO anode (150 nm) / CuPc (15 nm) / SnPc:C70 (30 nm) / C70 (55 nm) / BCP (10 nm) / Al (70 nm). The corresponding schematic is shown in Fig. 4 (a). This configuration with co-evaporated phthalocyanine and fullerene leads to the formation of two donor-acceptor heterojunctions: CuPc/C70 and SnPc/C70. We illuminated our sample with an AM 1.5G solar simulator from the side of glass through a 1 mm aperture. We measured the IV dependencies of our sample illuminating either the 1 mm areas comprising our nanoantennas or 1 mm areas free of them. In this way, we have collected sufficient statistics for a reliable plotting two IV-curves – one for an OSC enhanced by our LTS and another for a bare OSC (with only antireflective coating). These curves are shown in Fig. 4 and demonstrate a noticeable increase of $I_{sc}$ caused by our LTS. Photocurrent generated in the nanoantenna area reaches the value 5 mA/cm$^2$, whereas the structure without nanoantennas gives 4.6 mA/cm$^2$. This 8% increase of the photocurrent corresponds to a higher increase of the PV absorbance due to a nonlinear current response of such OSC.27

Due to 40% of the area covered by Ag nanoantennas, the photoactive area that photogenerates carriers and provides $I_{sc}$ is only 60% of the similar area in a reference OSC. Therefore the
actual enhancement of $I_{sc}$ provided by the LTS is not 5 mA/cm², but $I_{sc}=8.3$ mA/cm². The Ag nanoantenna array occupied area is not creating carriers but is creating concentration and enhancement of the photonic electrical field which results in the nearly twice enhancement of the optical absorption of light, resulting in 8.3 mA/4.6 mA = 1.8 times enhanced concentration of carriers. We assume here that the edges of sharp Ag structures do not provide better charges collection (since the nanoantennas can collect only electrons by low work function), but on the contrary, are creating leakage of carriers and quenching of excitons. Despite all these negative effects of Ag nanoantennas: shading the useful area, wrong work function, recombination of electrons and holes on Ag nanostructures, we have still observed the overall sizable enhancement of $I_{sc}=5$ mA (8% more than in the reference cell) at a nearly twice small photoactive area.

Fill factor calculated from IV characteristics is improved by 2.6% for our LTS (see inset of Fig. 4 (c)). Unfortunately, the open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$ of the area with nanoantennas decreased by 0.09 V, i.e. 25% compared to the bare OSC. This harm overshadows the positive gain in photocurrent and negatively affects the overall PCE. The possible reason for the fall in $V_{oc}$ could be quite substantial dimensions of metal nanoantennas compared with ultrathin active layers. Really, $V_{oc}$ in OSCs is directly proportional to the difference between the Fermi levels, and the ITO electrode having the bandgap in the ultraviolet has an impact on $V_{oc}$. Silver elements having the ohmic contact with ITO may modify the effective bandgap of the electrode. As a result, the difference of the Fermi levels squeezes and $V_{oc}$ becomes smaller.

Parameters of the OSC with nanoantennas and without nanoantennas are shown in the inset of Fig. 4 (c). These data are averaged over several sample areas, as explained above.

Our next example is totally identical to the previous one exclude replacement of C70 by C60 and thinner Ag elements (35 nm instead of 50 nm). The structure is shown in Fig. 5 (a). It consists of the following layers on the glass plate: ITO (150 nm) / CuPc (15 nm) / SnPc:C60 (30 nm) / C60 (25 nm) / BCP (10 nm) / Al (70 nm). Since C60 is less absorptive material in the visible range and its thickness decreased, the impact of our LTS in the photocurrent also decreased compared to the previous case – 4.6% instead of 8%, as can be seen from Fig. 5 (c). However, thinner metal elements improved FF by 19% versus 2.6%, whereas $V_{oc}$ almost kept unchanged. Total averaged value of the PCE enhancement is 18% that is a quite competitive result and is higher than the gain provided by known plasmonic counterparts of our LTS for similar OSCs (see e.g.²⁸).

It should also be noted, that our samples were not encapsulated. Therefore, in order to prevent the degradation of organic materials and oxidation of Ag, our measurements were performed at room temperature and in an inert atmosphere. In order to prevent Ag nanoantennas tarnishing during transportation from the clean room to the laboratory, where the solar cell was prepared, we used a polymer protective coating. This coating was removed in the laboratory with acetone. However, all samples were treated by gentle UV-ozone for additional cleaning before the organic layer deposition.²⁹ So, a certain oxidation of the thin silver elements might take place during this treatment. This is another reason, why the increase of the PV absorption granted by our LTS in reality turned out to be lower than that predicted by numerical simulations. Hopefully, the experimental enhancement offered by our nanoantennas will increase once more, if the fabrication facilities will allow lithography process and solar cell preparation in the same clean room.

To summarize, in this paper, we have theoretically and experimentally proved that our original LTS from silver nanoantennas can sufficiently increase the efficiency of OSCs. First of all, our numerical simulations have shown advantageous field distributions that predicted enhancement of the useful absorption. Secondly, we have fabricated several OSCs with different materials and measured gain in PV parameters caused by nanostructures. Since total PCE of a solar cell is affected not only by $I_{sc}$ but also by fill factor FF and open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$),
we have considered several design solutions and discussed the influence of the device architecture on LTS performance. Experimental data for our OSCs based on C60 fullerene and enhanced by 35 nm thick nanoantennas show the enhancement 18% that qualitatively fits the results of simulations. Other experimental data are also in line with theoretical expectations. We believe that the present results are helpful for further development of LTSs for thin film solar cells. In our future designs, we will choose nanoantennas with proper work function contributing into collection of holes at ITO side and with better location allowing us to avoid the 40% shading of the PV layer.

Methods

Figure 6: Process flow diagram illustrating fabrication steps of LTS.

Several samples with silver nanoantennas were fabricated on top of 150 nm-thick ITO coated glass substrates purchased from Luminescence Technology Corp by EBL and lift-off process in the Micronova Nanofabrication Centre of Aalto University. Process flow diagram is shown in Fig. 6. Substrates were preliminary cleaned with acetone and isopropanol (IPA) in an ultrasonic bath at 40° C and rinsed in DI-water. A copolymer resist (MMA) with concentration of solids 11% in Ethyl Lactate and polymer resist (950PMMA A) with concentrations of solids 2.25% in Anisole (both from Microchem) were sequentially deposited by spin-coating. Samples were dried on a hot plate for 3 minutes at a temperature of 160 degrees after each spin-coating procedure resulting in formation of 400 and 100 nm layers of MMA and PMMA, respectively. A thin (20 nm) sacrificial layer of aluminum was sputtered. The purpose of this layer is to solve the problem with e-beam focusing on a dielectric layer during EBL. E-beam exposure was done using Visitec EBPG 5000Plus ES tool at 100 keV with 4 nA current beam and 1000 μC/cm² e-beam dose. Then, samples were processed in etching mixture PWS 80-16-4 (65) from Honeywell containing phosphoric acid and nitric acid to completely remove the sacrificial aluminum layer. Next, PMMA and MMA were developed in solution of 1:3 MIBK:IPA during 30 sec and then rinsed in IPA during 30 sec to terminate development and prevent scumming. Silver was deposited by using electron beam evaporation at a rate of 2 Å/s and operating pressure of 10⁻⁷ mbar. Finally, non-exposed areas of poly-
mer layers were washed out together with silver on their surface by acetone in the ultrasonic bath. Samples were characterized by using AFM (DI3100), SEM (Zeiss Supra 40), and multifunctional tool for reflection (R), transmission (T) and quantum efficiency (QE) measurements (QEX10).

Small molecule OSCs were prepared in the multi-source high-vacuum system (Angstrom Engineering Inc., Canada) by sequential thermal evaporation onto ITO-glass substrates with our nanostructures of the following films: a 15 nm thick copper(II) phthalocyanine (from H.W. Sanders Corp) HTL, a 30 nm thick co-evaporated in equal quantity SnPC:fullerene mixed D:A layer, an additional continuous fullerene layer (25 or 55 nm), BCP (10 nm) and Al (70 nm) layers. We used C60 and C70 fullerenes (both >98% from Nano-C). Base pressure of the chamber was kept around 10^-8 mbar during evaporation. Evaporation rate for separate layers was 0.5 Å/s, while co-evaporation rate was equal to 0.25 Å/s for each particular material. OSCs were characterized with an AM 1.5G solar simulator calibrated to one sun (100 mW/cm²) through aperture holes of 1 mm in diameter, which provided selective illumination of nanostructured regions only.
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